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Abstract 
We discuss the following conjecture: 
If G = (I/, E) is a A-regular simple graph with an even number of vertices at most 24 then G 
is A edge colorable. 
In this paper we show that the conjecture is true for large graphs if 1 V 1 < (2 - E) A. We 
discuss the related results. 
1. Introduction 
The following conjecture has been proposed: 
Conjecture 1. If G = (V, E) is a d-regular simple graph with an even number of 
vertices at most 24 then G is l-factorizable (A edge colorable). 
This conjecture appeared in [3] but may go back to G.A. Dirac in the early 1950s 
[3]. An interesting consequence is that for any regular graph G either G or its 
complement has a l-factorization. This conjecture along with variants and 
related results can be found in the new book Graph Coloring Problems by Jensen and 
Toft [S]. 
In order to describe related conjectures and results we need to define some 
terminology. A graph G = (V, E) is simple if it contains no multiple edges and no 
loops. G is r-regular if the degree (i.e. the number of edges incident to a vertex) of every 
vertex is r. G is k edge colorable if the edge set E of G can be partitioned into k disjoint 
matchings. The chromatic index of G, denoted x’(G), is the least k for which G has 
a k edge-coloring. We use A(G) or simply A to denote the maximum vertex degree in 
G. It is easy to see that x’(G) 2 A. 
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In 1964, Vizing [12] proved that for every simple graph G either x’(G) = A or 
x’(G) = A + 1. We note that Fournier [6,1] designed a procedure to A + 1 color 
a graph of maximum degree A in polynomial time. 
A subgraph H of G is called overall if 1 V(H)) is odd and [E(H)1 > A+( 1 V(H)I - l), 
where E(H) is the set of edges in E induced by vertices in H. If a simple graph contains 
an overall subgraph H then x’(G) = A + 1. This follows from the fact that in any 
edge-coloring of G at most 4 ( 1 V(H)) - 1) edges in E(H) can have the same color. 
It is not too hard to see that Conjecture 1 is a special case of Hilton’s Overfull 
Subgraph Conjecture [7,4]: 
Conjecture 2 (Hilton). If G is simple, A > 3 1 V 1 and G contains no overfull subgraph 
then G is A edge colorable. 
There are some partial results regarding Conjecture 1. Chetwynd and Hilton [S] 
have proved the conjecture if A 3 4 (~‘7 - 1) I V I. Furthermore, Chetwynd and Hilton 
[3] note that R. Haggkvist has announced that for any E > 0 there exists N > 0 so that 
every A-regular graph G is l-factorizable if G has an even number of vertices greater 
thanNand A>(i+e)IVI. 
In this paper we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. There exists A, s.t. for all A > A, and for all A-regular graphs G with an 
even number of vertices at most 24, if G contains no: 
(i) bipartite subgraph H such that for all v in V(H): dH(v) > A - A39’40; 
(ii) subgraph H where 1 VI - I V(H)/ 2 A - A39’4o such that for all v in V(H): 
d&v) 2 A - A39’40; 
then G is A edge colorable. 
The result Haggkvist announced is a corollary of this theorem. 
Proof. Given E, A 3 (4 + E) I VI let G be a A-regular graph with an even number 
of vertices greater than N = max{2A0, s-4o}. Then G cannot contain a subgraph H 
satisfying (i) because 1 HI would be greater than 24 - 2A39/40 < I I/ I + 2~1 P’/I - 
21 vj39’40 > 1 VI which is a contradiction. Similarly, G cannot contain a subgraph 
H satisfying (ii) of Theorem 1. So G is A-edge colorable. 0 
More importantly, the methods we use in the proof of Theorem 1 are very general 
and have been used to get similar partial results for Hilton’s conjecture [lo]. These 
partial results were enough to devise a polynomial expected time algorithm for edge 
coloring simple graphs [ll]. But the proofs of these results are long and technical, 
while the proof of Theorem 1 is relatively simple. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1. We present algorithm COLOUR that 
given a A-regular graph G so that A > A0 and I V 1 < 24 is even edge colors G with 
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A colors or returns a subgraph H satisfying condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1. The 
algorithm along with the proof of its correctness proves Theorem 1. We assume A0 is 
large enough to satisfy a number of lower bounds appearing throughout the paper. 
In order to give the main idea of algorithm we need the concept of a reduction. 
Definition 1. G’ is a reduction of G if A(G’) = A(G) - 1 and there exists a set of 
matchings {M,, Mz, . . , M,} such that G’ = G - M, - Mz - ... - h/l!. 
We remark that if G’ is a reduction of G and G’ has a A(G’) edge-coloring then 
G has a A(G) edge-coloring. We remark further that given disjoint matchings 
M I, . . , Ml in a graph G = Go and setting Gi = Gi_, - Mi we have that each G, is 
a reduction of G if and only if for each i, every vertex of maximum degree in Gi 1 is the 
endpoint of some edge of Mi. 
The main idea of the algorithm is that given a graph G we attempt to find a bipartite 
reduction G’ of G. Since x’(G) = A(G’) (by Konig’s theorem [9]) we will have 
i.‘(G) = A(G). 
To find a bipartite reduction, we first partition the vertices of G into sets HI and H2 
of equal size so that a number of conditions hold. We describe this in the following 
section. In Section 3 we describe the algorithm COLOUR that constructs perfect 
matchings consisting mostly of edges within H, and within H,. Once we color all the 
edges in HI and Hz, the uncolored edges form a bipartite reduction of G. 
We introduce some notation we will need in our arguments. Given a subset H of I’, 
let NH(~) = (11~ H: (u, u)EE}, d&v) = 1 NH(c)l; if H = G we simply write N(u) or n(c). If 
X is a subset of H then NH(X) = ~,,,N(v). 
2. The split 
In the following section we present an algorithm COLOUR which A edge colors 
a A-regular graph G = (V, E) (with 1 VI even and at most 24) or returns a subgraph 
H of G satisfying (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1. 
However, COLOUR needs to be given a special partition (HI, Hz) of the vertices of 
G as an input. This partition has the property that certain sets of vertices split about 
evenly between HI and Hz. Let us define a split formally: 
Definition 2. Let HI and Hz be a partition of I/. A set S c I/ splits if 
IISnHII - ISnHzII <$A11’20. 
A partition (H, , H,) of V is called a split partition if the following are satisfied: 
1. IH, I = lH2/ (which implies IE(H,)I = IE(H,)J) 
2. ‘d’ve I/, ‘v’X, Y c I/ of size less than log A the following sets split: 
N(c), N(X), N(v)nN(X), {w E N(X): dNCy,(w) > A - 5A19i20} 
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To prove that the desired partition exists we will show that a suitably defined random 
split satisfies the conditions with positive probability. We then apply COLOUR to 
some such partition obtaining either a A edge coloring of G or a subgraph H of 
G satisfying (i) of (ii) of Theorem 1. 
2.1. The partitioning procedure 
The following procedure constructs with positive probability a split partition 
(Hi) H,) of V: 
We arbitrarily order the vertices in I/. For each successive ordered pair of vertices 
switch the order of the pair with probability f and put the first vertex in set Hi and the 
second in the set H,. Let E(H,) and E(H,) be the edges induced by H1 and Hz, 
respectively. 
It is easy to see that the resulting partition (HI, Hz) of V satisfies the first condition 
of a split partition. 
We show that with positive probability the other condition in the definition of 
a split partition is also satisfied in the following claim. 
Claim 1. The probability that there is any v in V, X and Y subsets of V with 
1 X 1, 1 Y 1 < log A for which one of the following sets fails to split is less than i: 
N(u), N(X), N(v)nN(X), (wEN(X): dN&w) > A - 5A’9’20}. 
Proof. Let 1 VI = n. There are at most 
sets that we want to split. Let S = {ui, v2, u3, . . . , vk} be one of them. We define for 
each UE V the random variable X,: 
X” = 
- 1 if VEH,, 
1 if UEH,, 
Then ll SnH, I - ISnH2 II G I Cuss X, I and 
which is less than (2n 23’ogn)-1 for A large enough. 0 
Claim 1 implies that with probability at least 3 the partitioning procedure 
constructs a split partition. Before describing algorithm COLOUR on such a 
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partition we describe a procedure that constructs a subgraph H of G satisfying (i) or 
(ii) of Theorem 1 if COLOUR fails to A edge color G. 
2.2. The s&graph construction procedure 
The second property of a split partition is that certain sets of vertices split about 
evenly between H 1 and Hz. The reason we want these sets to split is that it enables us 
to construct a subgraph of G that satisfies (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1 if we find two sets 
XandYsuchthatXcH,,~H,J-~X~>~A-A9”0,YcH,,~Y~<~X~+A9”o 
and 
vuex: d,(u) > $A - A9”O. 
Algorithm COLOUR fails to A edge color G only if such sets X and Y are found. In 
this case we use the Subgraph Construction Procedure to find a subgraph of G that 
violates a condition of Theorem 1: 
Input: A A-regular graph G with an even number of vertices at most 24 a split 
partition (HI, Hz) of V and sets X and Y such that X c HI, Y c Hz. 
(HII - 1x1 >iA9”‘, IYI < 1x1 + A9”’ and 
VUEX: d,(v) > +A - A9”‘. 
Output: EITHER a bipartite subgraph H of G such that for all 1: in V(H): 
dH(u) 3 A - A 39/40 
OR a subgraph H of G where 1 I/ 1 - I V(H)1 > A - A39’40 such that for all c’ in 
V(H): dH(v) 3 A - A39’40. 
Step 1: We construct the set Z = {t’~ Y: d,(o) 3 iA - 2A’9120}. Since 
( Y - Z( < 3 A19’20 we have then that for all u in X: d,(u) 3 +A - 2A19j2’ and that for 
all u in Z: d,(u) 3 f A - 2A’9120. 
Step 2. We construct sets X0 c X and Z” c Z such that IX0 I and I Z” I are less 
than log A, Z c N(X”) and X c N(Z”) using the procedure given below (the con- 
struction of Z” is symmetric): we construct X0 iteratively; in each iteration we pick 
.x E X - X0 oso that I N,(x) - N,(X’)) is the largest; we stop once Z is contained 
in N(X’). Obviously we have I(AJ(X’)nH,) - ZI < 3A1912’ log A and 
I(N(Z’)nH,) - XI < 3A1912’ log A. 
Step 3: We construct sets Kx = {urn: dNcZnj(~) > A - 5A’9!20} and 
K, = {ueN(Z’): &&u) > A - 5A 19’20}. If KxnKz = 0 then K,uKZ is a bipartite 
subgraph H of G such that for all u in V(H): dH(u) > A - A39!40. If KxnKz # 8 then 
K,nK, is a subgraph H of G where / I/ I -- I V(H)1 2 A - A39’40 such that for all u in 
V(H): dH(u) 2 A - A39’40. 
Claim 2. In step 1 of the procedure we huoe I Y - Z ( < 3 A’9’20. 
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Proof. The number of edges between vertices in X and Y is 
If IY -ZI >$A19’20 we would have a contradiction with the edge count between 
X and Y: 
Claim 3. In step 2 of the procedure X0 is of size at most log A and 
1 (N(X’) - Z)nH2 1 < (3 log A) A’9’20. 
Proof. Each vertex in Z is adjacent to at least $4 - 2A’9120 vertices in X and 
jX(<+A+A . 9’1o It follows that each vertex in Z - N,(X’) is adjacent to at least 
+A _ 2A’NO vertices in X - X0 and IX - X0) < +A + A9”‘. Thus we know that 
Z - N,(X’) is reduced by at least a half at each iteration (for A > 12”). So there will 
be at most log, A iterations. I(N(X’) - Z)nH,) < 3 log AA’9i20 follows because 
every xgX” is adjacent to at most 2A19j2’ + A11’2o vertices in H, - Z. 0 
Claim 4. In step 3 of the procedure ifKxnKz = 0 then KxuKz is a bipartite subgraph 
H of G such thatfor all v in V(H): dH(v) Z A - A39/40. If K,nKz # 8 then KxnKZ is 
a subgraph H of G where 1 V 1 - 1 V(H)J > A - A39/4o such that for all v in V(H): 
d&v) 3 A - A39’40. 
Proof. We first show that X c KznHl (the symmetric argument shows 
Z c KxnH2). 
Let D be in X. It follows that v is in N(Z’), dy(v) > +A - A9”’ and more- 
over d,(v) > $4 - 2A19’20. Since Z is a subset of N(X”)nH2 we have 
1 N(u)nN(X0)nH2 1 > iA - 24 19120 but since N(v)nN(X’) splits (by Claim 1) we get 
IN(v)nN(X’)( > A - 5A1912’. So u is in K,nHl. 
It follows that I(N(X’) - Kx)nH2( < 34 1912’ log A and I (N(Z’) - Kz)nH1 1 < 
3A’9’20 log A. Also since N(X’), N(Z’), Kx and Kz split (by Claim 1) and Kx c N(X’) 
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and Kz c N(Z’), we have 
I(N(XO) - KJnH, ( < 3A’9’2010gA + A”,“‘, 
j(N(ZO) - Kz)nH,I < 3A’9’2010gA + A”!“: 
and it follows that 
\N(X’) - Kxj < 7A’9’2010gA, 
IN(Z’) - KZI < 7A’9’2010gA, 
so (N(X’)nN(Z’) - KxnKZ( < 14A19:2010gA. 
If KxnKz # @ then KxnKz is a subgraph of G that satisfies (ii) of Theorem 1: 
(K,nK,I < IN(X”)nN(Zo)I < 1x1 + IZ( + 6A’9”2010gA < II’(G)1 -A + A3y’so 
and for all L‘E KxnKz: dNcpJ(u) > A - 5A’9120 and dNcZOj(v) > A > 5A’9’20 which 
implies dN~X~~~nN~Z~~~(v) > A - 10A’9’20 and finally dKxnK,(v) > A - 10A19’20 - 
144 19j2’ log A > A - A 39’40 for A large enough. 
If KxnK, = 0 then KxuKz defines a subgraph of G that satisfies condition (i) 
of Theorem 1: let the bipartite graph be defined by the partition (K,, K,) where 
all the edges within Kx and Kz are deleted. Then for all VE Kx: 
dKl(v) > A - 5A19j2’ - 7A’9120 log A > A - A39:40 and vice-versa for A large 
enough. 0 
3. The Algorithm 
We now present the algorithm COLOUR that, given a A-regular graph G with an 
even number of vertices at most 24 and a split partition (Hi, H2) of V, edge colors 
G with A colors or returns a subgraph H of G satisfying (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1. 
Let B be the bipartite graph whose vertex set is defined by the partition (Hi, H2) 
and edge set by {(u, V) E E: u E HI, u E IT,}. The goal of algorithm COLOUR is to find 
a bipartite reduction G’ of G that is a subgraph of B. We attempt to do this in three 
steps. 
First (in Section 3.1) we color the edges in E(H1) and E(H,) and obtain the set .,&’ of 
about i A matchings that cover E(H,) and E(H,). Second (in Section 3.2) we augment 
each matching in J&’ to obtain a set of perfect matchings J&” (i.e. every matching in ./ti’ 
hits every vertex in G) that we remove from G. This will leave a few edges in Hi and 
H2 uncolored. Finally, in Section 3.3, we color all the edges left over in HI and H2., 
using a third set of matchings k?“‘. We add edges from B to each matching in .M” to 
obtain a set of perfect matchings that we remove from G. We are then left with 
a bipartite reduction G’ of G. If we fail at any step we will show the existence of (and 
construct) sets X and Y such that X c Hl, Y c HZ, IHI) - (XI >fA - A’:*‘, 
1 Y( < IX/ + A9”’ and 
VVE X: d,(v) > +A - A9”‘. 
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Using the procedure from Section 2.2 we can then find a subgraph H of G which 
satisfies condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1. 
3.1. Coloring E(H,) and E(H,) 
We now color the edges of HI and Hz. Let A3 = rb Al + r~Ai”201. We construct 
a A, coloring of E(H,)uE(H,), ~2’ = {MI, M2, . . . , MA,}, which satisfies the following 
properties: 
1. For every two matchings Mi and Mj in A, 
1 MinE(HI) 1 and 1 MjnE(H1) 1 differ by at most one, 
1 MinE( and I MjnE(H2) I differ by at most one. 
2. For every matching Mi in A, 
I MinE(HJ I = I MinE(H2) I. 
A set of matchings satisfying these properties is called a balanced set of matchings. 
Input: A A-regular graph G with an even number of vertices at most 24 and a split 
partition (H,, H2) of I/. 
Output: The graph G along with a split partition (HI, H2) of I/ and a balanced set of 
matchings Jz’ = {M,, M2, . . . , MA,) covering E(H,) and E(H,). 
Step: We color E(H,) using A3 colors to get the set of disjoint matchings 
M;, ML, . . . , Mix covering E(H,). We now modify these matchings so that property 1 
in the definition of a balanced set of matchings is satisfied. 
To satisfy it for HI (the case H2 is the same) we will apply recursively the following 
procedure to two matchings Mi and Mf with the smallest and large number of edges, 
respectively: 
If the difference between 1 MI/ and ( MJl is at most 1, we are done. If the difference 
between ) Ml 1 and I MJ ( is equal to c > 1 then, in the subgraph of G defined by all edges 
in Mf and MI, there will be at least c components that are alternating paths that 
contain one more edge of MI and MJ. We pick any Lf c j such components and switch 
the color of each edge on each component. The difference between 1 MI ) and 1 M(i I is at 
most 1 after this switch. 
When done, we order the matchings M;, M;, . . . , ML, and My, M;, . . . , Mi, by 
non-decreasing number of edges and set Mi = MfuMf’. This satisfies the second 
property of a balanced set of matchings. 
Claim 5. Each matching Mi in ~2’ misses at most A1”” vertices in HI (H,). 
Proof. By the definition of a split partition no vertex will be missed by more than 
~A”120 matchings in 4. Since all matchings in & miss the same number of vertices, 
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within 2, and H, contains at most A vertices, each matching misses at most 
A 
A”/20 
,-(A,)-’ + 2 < A”‘20, 
vertices in Hi. 0 
3.2. The patching 
We now augment each matching Mi in J& so that it hits every missed vertex of G. 
This is, we produce a set of disjoint perfect matchings J.$?’ = (M;, Mk, . . . , Mj,) so 
that MI G M,uB. 
We use a special kind of alternating path to augment a matching Mi. A patch with 
respect to a matching Mi between vertices x and y not incident to any edge in Mi is 
a path from x to y whose edges alternate between edges in the bipartition and edges in 
the matching Mi. We say that a vertex u is patched in MI if u is in some edge of 
ML - MI. 
When we augment Mi along a patch some edges in E(H,) and E(H,) will get 
uncolored (those that belong to Mi - MI). These edges will form reject graphs RI and 
R2, respectively. We issue that the maximum degrees of RI and R2 are small by 
limiting the number of times any vertex is patched. 
Input: A A-regular graph G with an even number of vertices at most 24, a split 
partition (Hi, H,) of V(G) and a balanced set of matchings _N = {Ml, M,, . . . , M,,?} 
covering E(H,) and E(H,). 
Output: EITHER a set of A3 disjoint matchings (M;, . . . , ML3} such that 
F = G - M; - ... - ML3 is a (A - A,)-regular reduction F of G with the sets Hi and 
H2 inducing reject subgraphs RI and R2, respectively, such that lE(R,)( = IE(R,)I 
and for all t’ in Hi: dR,(u) < $A4”. 
OR sets X and Y such that XcH,,YcH,,IH,/-IXI>,~A-A9:10, 
I Y I < JX( + A9”’ and 
V’ccX: C&(U) > +A - A9”‘. 
Steps: Recursively for i = 1,2, . . . , A3, we construct a perfect matching M,! by 
augmenting along patches in F = G - M; - M; - ... - MI_ 1 between pairs 01 
vertices missed by Mi. We then remove Mi and proceed to M i+ 1. To construct 
a patch in F between a pair of vertices x in HI and y in Hz missed by Mi we do the 
following: 
If there is an edge in F between x and y, add (x, y) to MI, and we are done. Assume 
then that there is no edge between x and y. 
We define a vertex u to be available if it was not patched in the last 4A”’ matchings. 
was not used in a patch in this (ith) iteration and is not matched in Mi with such 
a vertex. A vertex will be called unavailable if it is not available. 
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We construct the sets Y’ and Yz where Y’ is the set of available neighbors of x in 
H2 that are hit by ML, and Y2 is the set of vertices that are matched with vertices in Y’ 
in M’. Similarly, we construct sets X1 and X2 where X’ is the set of available 
neighbors of y in Hl that are hit by Mi, and X2 is the set of vertices that are matched 
with vertices in X’ in Mi. 
If there is an edge between a vertex in X2 and a vertex in Y2 we augment Mi along 
a patch from x to y containing this edge. Add to Rl and R2 the edges left uncolored in 
Hl and H2 after this augmentation. If there is no such edge then set X = X2 and 
Y = H2 - Y*. 
Claim 6. For i = 1,2, . . . , As, after successfully constructing the perfect matching 
Mi and deleting it we have in F = G - M; - ... - MI: 
(i) max(d(R,), A(R,)} < $A4j5, 
(ii) lE(RdI = IWRdl, 
(iii) A(F) = A - i. 
Proof. (i) A vertex can have an incident edge rejected at most A3/4A”’ times which is 
less than $A415. 
(ii) In every augmentation over a patch the same number of edges is added to 
E(R,) and E(R,). 
(iii) Every vertex is hit by every perfect matching M;, . . . , MI. 0 
In Claim 6 we show that if our Patching procedure succeeds in constructing the 
perfect matchings M;, . . . , Mix then we get a (A - A,)-regular reduction F of G with 
the sets Hl and H, inducing reject subgraphs RI and R2, respectively, such that 
’ (E(R,) 1 = 1 E(R,) 1 and for all v in Hi: dR,(v) < ZA 4/s. We then use this reduction of G to 
find a bipartite reduction of G in Section 3.3. The following claim shows that if our 
Packing procedure was not succesful the sets X and Y satisfy the input conditions of 
the Subgraph Construction Procedure. 
Claim 7. Assume that for some matching Mi andfor some vertices x and y missed by Mi 
we have notfound a patch using the patching procedure. Then the sets X and Y construc- 
ted in the procedure satisfy 1 HI 1 - 1x1 > iA + A9”‘, ) Y) 6 1x1 + A9”’ and 
VUEX: dy(v) > fA - A9”‘. 
Proof. Let us first count the number of unavailable vertices in H, (for r = 1 or r = 2). 
At most 2 vertices in H, are patched in every patch. Since there can be at most A 11120 
vertices in H, missed by any matching (by Claim 5) there can be at most that many 
patches per matching, So the number of unavailable vertices is at most 
2(4LA”5J + 1)2LA”‘20] < +A”” 
for A > 420 
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By Claim 6 we must have that 1 X’ 1, IX2 1, / Y’ 1 and ( Y2 1 are all greater than 
fA -$A”” SinceJH1(and(H,IareatmostAwegetJH,( - 1x1 >+A +A”‘20and 
(Y I < (Xl +‘4”“O. Again by Claim 6 we get 
vv+zx: dy(U) 3 34 - A4’5. 0. 
3.3. The reject graph 
In this part we deal with the reduction we obtained after the patching step. We will 
color all the edges in E(R,) and E(R,) to obtain a set of matchings J%“’ each of small 
size. We then augment each My in -4”’ by adding edges in B to it until we obtain 
a perfect matching. 
Input: A (A - A,)-regular reduction F of G with the sets H1 and Hz inducing 
reject subgraphs R, and R2, respectively, such that JE(R,)I = I E(R,)J and for all c 
in Hi: dR,(u) < $A41s. 
Output: EITHER a set of d disjoint perfect matchings k?” such that 
F - My - ... - Mj is a bipartite reduction of G. 
OR sets X and Y such that XcH1, Y cH2, IHII-IXI >,fA - A9’lo, 
/ Y ( < /X( + A9”’ and 
~‘CE X: dy(o) 3 fA - A9”‘. 
Step 1: Let A4 = max{A(Ri), A(Rz)} + 1 d r+A”‘“l. We color E(R,) and E(RJ 
(using Fournier’s algorithm) with A4 colors to get a set of matchings, 
.,t’ = { N1 , . . , Nd,} . We modify our matchings in ..V so that it is a balanced set oi 
matchings. We can do this using the same procedure as in Section 3.1 when coloring 
the edges of HI and HZ. 
Step 2: We split each Ni into matchings of size at most A9/” evenly split between 
E(H,) and E(H,) to get a set of matchings Jf” = {My. n/r;, _.. . Mz3) where 
d < +A9”‘. 
Step 3: For i = 1, . . . ,d we repeat the following in G’ = F - M;’ - ... - M[‘_ ,: 
Let U, in HI and U2 in H2 be the sets of vertices hit by MI’. We extend MI’ by finding 
a perfect matching in the bipartite subgraph P of G’ induced by HI - U, and 
HZ-UZ. 
If we are unable to find such a matching, let X be the subset in H 1 - U 1 such that 
( X I > I Np(X) 1. We set Y = NP(X)uN2. 
Claim 8. In step 3 of the procedure the sets X and Y satisfy I H, / - I X / 2 
$A _ 491’0, I Y I d 1x1 + A9”’ and 
VVEX: d,(u) 3 +A - A9”‘. 
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Proof. It is clear that ) Y) < (XI + Agil and 
VUEX: d,(u) > )A - A”“. 
Finally, since ) X ( > ( Np(X) 1 there must be a vertex v in H2 - U2 with no neighbors 
in X in P. But every vertex in PnHz has at least aA - +Ag’1o - A415 neighbors 
in HI. 0 
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